ADDENDUM TO BID
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Purchasing Department
4505 Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-1033
(702) 895-3521
(702) 895-3859 (fax)

NOTE: Attach to Original Bid: However, if Bid has already been returned, complete this addendum and return for attachment to Bid prior to date and hour of opening as shown in the space provided therefore.

Addendum No. 1  Bid No. 5202-RD

Date of Addendum: 10/20/15
Date of Release: 10/13/15
Date and Hour of Opening: 10/27/15 @ 3:00 PM

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
4505 Maryland Parkway
Campus Services Building, Room 235
Las Vegas, NV 89154-1033

BID #5078-RB
BID 5202-RD BASKETBALL FLOOR
NOTICE TO BIDDERS

The following additions, deletions, clarifications and/or changes shall be made and incorporated in the subject Invitation for Bid #5202-RD.

QUESTION: 1) Page 15 of the bid packet under item B it states samples must be provided with bid package but on page 9 it says a sample may be requested after the bid.

ANSWER: Please include a sample in the Bid package.

QUESTION: 2) Delivery date – page 3 item h states bidder to state time of proposed delivery and on page 12 under item 6 it says delivery to be made within time stated - - what is the delivery date that you would like this floor delivered on?

ANSWER: The delivery date and time will be negotiated with the winning firm.

QUESTION: 3) On page 4, number 2, item b it instructs to write in “as specified” where it states “state manufacturer”. Is this referring to page 16 – 18 under floor specifications where it is asking to describe, or is this to be filled in elsewhere. I cannot see where it is asking for a manufacturers name.

ANSWER: Please state manufacturer name in Section E Bidding Response Form.

QUESTION: 4) Do you want the entire 30 pages returned (with attachments)? Or are the bid documents that you are looking for on October 27: Section E Pricing Response form, Section F Bid Response form, Section D Specification along with two copies of the specification (if product is comparable but not basis of design),Section G list of subcontractors and Exhibit A certificate of Insurance.

ANSWER: Yes.

ALL OTHER TERMS, CONDITIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS OF THIS INVITATION TO BID REMAIN THE SAME.